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Summary

Deep learning (DL) is revolutionizing Neuroscience as

DL models can be interpreted as models of the brain

The central promises of DL models of brain circuits

are that they (1) shed light on fundamental

optimization problems and their solutions, and/or (2)

make novel predictions about neural phenomena

We show, using DL models of grid cells in the

entorhinal-hippocampal circuit, that one gets neither

We use large-scale hyperparameter sweeps and

theory-driven experimentation to demonstrate that

recent deep learning models may be more strongly

driven by particular, non-fundamental, and post-hoc

implementation choices than fundamental truths

about neural circuits or the optimization problems

that produce them
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Figure 1. (a) Prior work [3, 1, 9, 11, 8, 10] explicitly or implicitly

claims that training artificial neural networks (ANNs) on a path

integration objective is sufficient to generate grid cells. (b) In this

work, we show and explain why only a very small select fraction of

hyperparameter space yields grid cells.

Background: What are Grid Cells?

Grid cells are specialized neurons in the mammalian en-

torhinal cortex (MEC) [5] that play a fundamental role in

spatial navigation and other cognitive processes.

Figure 2. Grid cells and their key properties. Figures from New York

Times and Moser et al. 2014.

Lattice cells: cells that are periodically active at the ver-

tices of either a square or hexagonal lattice

Grid cells: hexagonal lattice cells

Background Claim: Grid Cells Emerge
from Path Integrating Networks

Path integration is the task of estimating one’s absolute

spatial position in an environment by integrating velocity.

Figure 3. Path integration experimental setup used by

[3, 1, 9, 10, 8]. Networks are trained in a supervised manner to

estimate position by integrating velocity. Figures from [1].

Networks Learn to Path Integrate, But
Rarely Exhibit Lattice Cells
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Figure 4. (a) Almost all hyperparameter configurations yield

networks that solve the path integration task (i.e. low position

decoding error) but (b) very few networks learn grid-like cells.

Lattice Cell Emergence Requires a Highly
Specific Supervised Target Encoding

Figure 5. (a) Rate maps of highest-scoring units in networks trained

on i) Cartesian readouts, ii) Gaussian readouts, iii) specifically

selected (tuned) DoG readouts. i)-ii) do not learn any lattice cells.

(b) Only networks trained on Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) place

cell tuning curves display lattice-like cells.

Grid Periods Are Set by Hyperparameters
and Multiple Modules Do Not Emerge

Figure 6. (a) Over a wide sweep of DoG target field widths σE, the

distribution of grid periods is unimodal, in contrast to biological grid

cells. (b) The chosen target field width σE determines the grid

period mode, meaning that hand-designed parameter choices set

the grid period. (c) If we use grid period modes obtained from

sweeping σE as a proxy for multiple modules, the period ratios are

closer to 1. than to the approximate biological value of 1.4.

Fourier Analysis of Turing Instability
Explains the Empirical Results

Why do only DoG place cell targets produce lattice cells?

Prior analyses [2, 6] showed that for RNN dynamics

ṙ(x) = −r(x) + g(W ? r) with weight interactions W :
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The Fourier transform of this interaction is:
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For linearized dynamics ṙ(x) ∼ −r(x) + f (∆x) ? r, the
solution will be periodic if the maxima of f̃ (k), given
by [k∗]2 = 2
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, contains sufficient

power and if k∗ 6= 0. If σI → ∞ or αI → 0, k∗ = 0,
causing no pattern formation. Therefore, a Gaussian in-

teraction cannot produce periodic patterns. [4] showed

that the Fourier transform of the readouts activity can

play a similar role; for Gaussian tuning curves, the peak of

Fourier power again lies at the origin, causing no lattices

to form. Thus, neither Gaussian nor Cartesian readout

positional encodings will produce lattice cells.

The Importance of Unexplored &
Unmentioned Implementation Details
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Figure 7. Other changes to DoG significantly affect the formation

of grid cells: (a) DoG grid solutions are highly sensitive to

parameters such as the target function receptive field σE; small

alterations result in the disappearance of grid cells. (b) (left)

Comparison of grid scores of trained networks with true DoG

shows that the Difference of Softmaxes (DoS), used by [9, 8, 10], is

critical for grid cell formation. (Right) Ratemaps of the highest

scoring cells from the true DoG networks show no grid cells. (c)

Computing the Fourier transform (right of each pair) of the place

cell second-moment matrix (left of each pair) explains why the DoS

is critical for grid cell emergence.

Grid Cells Disappear
with Heterogeneous Readouts Units

Figure 8. Biologically realistic heterogeneous place cells prevent

the formation of grid cells. Even with finely-tuned DoS place cell

targets and non-negative network nonlinearities, adding

heterogeneity to the DoG scale hyperparameters (receptive field σ
and surround scale s) causes grid cells to disappear (left). The few

remaining grid cells still exhibit a single period, rather than multiple

periods (right).

HowDo Path Integrating Networks
Achieve High Predictivity of MEC data?

Puzzle: [8] claims these networks explain variance in

mouse MEC neural activity almost as well as variance ex-

plained by other mice. Given our results, how are these

networks able to predict mouse MEC neural activity so

well?

Figure 9. Networks with higher (lower) dimensional rate maps

display higher (lower) “neural predictivity” (Pearson correlation) in

[8]. Participation ratio [7] averaged over 5 seeds.

Implication: ANNs may appear to be better models

of biological networks because they provide higher-

dimensional bases than alternative models, and thus

trivially achieve higher correlation scores for linear

regression-based comparisons.

No Free Lunch From Deep Learning

It is highly improbable that path integrating networks

would have produced grid cells as a novel prediction from

task-training, had grid cells not already been known to

exist. Moreover, it is unclear what understanding these

models contribute. Our results challenge the notion that

DL offers a free lunch for Neuroscience.

Figure 10. Top: Building a model that replicates observed neural

responses does not guarantee that the loss function used is the

brain’s objective, as multiple objectives can share a solution.

Bottom: Training a network on a plausible loss function or even the

correct loss function need not yield the solution the brain has

selected because the loss function may have multiple minima, of

which the brain selects one based on its constraints, while an ANN

selects another, based on the optimization technique used.
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